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ABSTRACT

Motives Influencing Need to Achieve in Vocational Education

Purpose

The research soulbt to measure motivation underlying achievement-oriented

behavior at the secoedary level, specifically in students in vocational pro-

grams. In order to accomplish this over-all objective two subordinate goals

were set: a) to cottruct an instrument to elicit basic motives as cate-

gorised by Maslow and measure theor strength, using Krathwohl's taxonomy.of"
IL

affect levels; b) ti. measure experimentally-induced motivation in terms of

affect, level of miratioh and effort criteria,

The research was designed to test the following hypotheses; 'a) a teak_

perceivedAs.highly relevant for onee-vocational preference and.forwhich

one correctly perceives himself as competent, will elicit a higher level of

affect (aspiration, than a task that is irrelevant and for which.

self concept of ability is join 2) the relationship of affect and its an-

tecedents: career-relevince of task, self concept, and observed ability will

Vary with different sOgro:ipi of ,Se.X., SES, and grade level when erode point

average is controlled.

Procedure

Parallel instriments of 42 items were constructed to measure motive for

striving, based on MasLow's hierarchy of need for security, belongingness,

esteem, and self-actualisation. Strength of each motive was measured according

to Krathvohl's taxonomic levels of responding, valuing, organisation of values,

and characterisation by e. value. Pretesting shoved that a test of 42 items

entailed too mach time in administering to make it feasible to use with the

projected experiment. A 20-item test resulted from elimination of the Melow

categories from the lower levels of Erathwohl's scale. These latter measure



striving strength, and do not specify the motive for trying to achieve. Re-

visions of the 20-item test followed pretesting of the original.

Experimentation was designed to provide a validation of the instrument

by creating different motivationleyels through manipulating specific variables:

performance score, self concept, and task relevance. Motor and cognitive

task situations:involving different levels of these variables, were devised

as the setting for motivation arousal. A pretest was used to establish a

specific level of self concept in the subject. Upon each performance of the

assigned task the subject was given a prearranged success or failure score

that was consonant with self concept in half of the experimental treatment

groups and divergent in the other groups. Seven performance trials were

allowed, each of which was preceded by asking the subject to set the score

he was going to try to make on the performance that was to follow. Subsequent

to each performance the subject was given the opportunity to study or practice,

thus providing evidence of effort. Upon completion of seven trials he was

asked to fill in the affect instrument.

Pretesting of the experiment was done but actual testing has not been

undertaken because of the unavailability of subjects at the time replotted.

Results

Only pretest results can be given as the research had to be terminated at

that stages Pretesting of the affect instrument resulted in several revisions.

The final pretest results indicated that items written to measure different

levels of effect did discriminate satisfactorily; they did not tall into the

predicted difficulty levels hypothesised by Krathwobl's hierarchy, however.

Belief items were entirely too easy to respond to in relation to their supposed

order lathe sequence. This finding led to rewording of the statements to

include consistent behavior in line with one's belief.



Pretesting titi the''e in+ent vindicated itliat the high y conirolied pro-

cedure vssliiiible terms of Creaibiliiyon the part of the subjects end

sin glepperiod admiaitration, oi Iva task* pro4ed to be satisfs

siering\the tasks are required.

.ti torts to odatin44 the reseitrchliL ihe preteit phase provid aboitive.

FUrther attempiS to Validate the affect initiument through concuirtini idminis-

tratiOn or ?impel Perisoziailvalues Inventarjr; yield persistence giciwre,

and Preach 's-Test Ins messUring-need-achievement, likeaxe proved

futile,

t J., but expertienters °Who aided "in



MOTIVES INFLUENCING NEED TO ACHIEVE IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Purpose and mature of Research

The proposed research sought to investigate certain variables relevant

for vocational preparation and adjustment. It was reasoned that since all

vocational-training should have as a goal-the _individual's satisfaction or,

more broadly, positive affective response to job performance, then training

programs must be able to assess the motivational level of the trainee under

varying situations. The purpose of the research was twofold:

a) to devise an instrument to measure affect level under conditions

of striving

b) to arouse motivation under controlled experimental conditions; and

to measure response, using the criteria of level of aspiration (in.

tention) , effort (exertion), and affect level (emotion or feeling).

An overview of the proposed research will be presented although only limited

implementation was realized.

An experiment was designed to arouse achievement motivation under con-

ditions present in job training and performance: namely, motor vs cognitive

nature of the task, its perceived vocational relevance vs irrelevance, high

vs low self concept of ability to perform the task, and success vs failure

level of performance. Motivation was to be measured by goal for next per-

formance set by the subject to indicate the score he was going to try for

(intention), number of attempts the subject made to improve score (exertion),

and self-reported attitude toward striving (emotion). Data were to be

analyzed according to, grade level (10th and 12th), sex, eocioeconomic status

of father or guardian (high, middle, low), and grade point.average in school.

Hypotheses to be tested:

1) A task perceived as highly relevant for one's vocational preference,

and for which one correctly perceives himself as competent, will elicit
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a higher level of affect than a task that is irrelevant and for which

self concept of ability is low.

2) The relationship of affect and its antecedents: caree-relevance

. of task, self concept, and observed abilitrvill.vary with different

subgroups Of sex, up, and.grade level. when grade point average is

controlled.

Similar hypotheses using levelrofimaapiration and effort-to-improve

measures 'instead of affect will be tested as part of Experiment I-in order

to evaluate the motivationalimplications.of affect level. If there is

some validity to the speculation of Heider (1958) that a relationship exits

among 1.:Atention, exertion and affect, than similar effects can be expected

from the variables in the task situation vriether data are a measure of

aspiration, effort or emotion relative to striving.

Related Research

Investigations have been made into the relationship of self concept,

the individual's abilities and needs, end iiignificance of the 'task to vocap.

tional selection and job satisfaction. Since these dimensions are

incorporated in the proposed study, their previous contributions to research

are noteworthy here.
,

Selhf conga. AcCording to Super (1963) self concept is a fianda'.-
_

mental factor in national development. He regards self-knowledge as

basic to selection of a '*oration that enables the individual to realize

maximum satisfaction. This is not to deny the importance of knowledge of

the field. Aceording to the self-eoncept explanation of Job seleetion,

knowledge of self is related by the indiVidual:to knOiin qualities of a spe-

cific.area of vorko Impetus for vocational selection comes from perceived

satisfaction; which is a function of the'ailf4Ulfillmint that the job
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Carter's work on adolescent interests (1940) relates vocational pre-
ference to the individual's self concept. Prior to the selection stage,
opinions of self lead to the development of preferences for certain kinds
of work. Direction throughott the procestrof vocational maturing is given
by the self concept.

Abilities and Needs. Maslow (19h3) posits self-actualization as a need

within an individual that steers him into speciac,courses of action.
"What a man can be he must be" (p. 362).t The drive towards realization of
self finds its directive in the self concept of the person. It can be con-

cluded that the individual would derive satisfaction from jobs that allow
him to use his ability or skills. Satisfaction is assumed to be propors,

tionate to the extent to which one's level of ability is tapped. Brown

and Ghia. lli (1953) found a greater turnover among cab drivers with aptitude

scores markedly above and below the average for their occupation. A
negative relationship between levels of ability versus job demands on that
ability resulted .in cessation of work. -Veroff, Atkinson, Feld, and Gurin
(1960) .found in a national sample of employed, men that job satisfaction was

.related:positively tO:workere-reports of their adequacy on their jobs.

Although satisfaction with-alob.hai been found to be related to

opportunity for realizing one's potentiate on the -jobv according to Mailow

the strength of the underlying telf-actualization need is not the same for

all individuals. Be thearizes--thatlitedware "hierarchical, those lower on
the , scale requiring reduction before::higher "level needs dominate- the

.In,other.L.wordtt, strength of need-for 'self- actualization will
be dependient..,-on-the ektentto.Vdch,-lower order needs' have een met. Need

underpriVileged' 'Workers 'Chicago. ettidiet ,Davie-C1,946), Rather than

arise. '.1eack.?of Iiith :the, 'nature of their wOrkyttat evidenced- by

for food, clothing and shelter must be satisfied before higher. order heeds
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'seeking to belong to the work group, to gain esteem or to actualize their

potential through their work, the Underprivileged sought to meet the basic

survival needs.

Differential levels at which satisfaction is reached give evidence of

the existence of a hierarchy of needs and warn against ignoring background

variables when satisfaction is investigated experimentally. According to

Pellegrin and Coates (1957) success was perceived by executives in terms of

career accomplishments and by first4evel supervisors in terms of attain-

ment of security and being a good provider for one's family. Satisfaction

was had at two very different levels of success. Heltiel (1966) obtained

support for differential definitions of success but in a situation highly

divergent from the foregoing study. When twelfth-grade girls were given

low scores by a teacher for performance on a certain task but high scores

by a teenager, students who had accumulated a high grade point overage

in school work expressed preference for the teacher's evaluation, whereas

those with low grades preferred the teenager's easy definition of success.

Significance of the Task. In addition to being a function of the

perceived potential of a task for fulfillink the self concept, satisfaction

is contingent upon the perceived relevance or the 'task. Vroom (1964)

believes that the affective consequences of success and failure upon task

performance may depend on the nature of the task and its relation to

the self concept of the performer. Kaufmann (1962) found that subjects who

failed on a task which they hadUen led to believe measured a- valued

ability expressed significantly greater dissatisfaction than those who

believed they had failed on a task measuring an ability to which they were

indifferent.

If satisfaction,in one's job is related to its potential for self-

actualization theA satisfaction With preparatory steps to vocational
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choice an be expected,fto be related to 'one's perception of his school

program as, faalitatingtheAsttainment of his goals. it is expected that

greatest striving occurs in,cdUrses perceived as valuable for vocational

preparation and later job satisfaction. Eventually the range of courses

taken by a. lame °student sample may serve to Validate the instrument con-

structed as part bf.the proposed research to measure motivation in

vocational preparation. The heuristic and practical value of a valid

and eesilyadministered Measure of Motivation Would be enormous:

Rationale for Development of Affect Instrument

Development of a test that can measure student reaction to courses for
. .

vocational preparation and adjustment would provide insight into the

motivational antecedents of students' academic behaviors. Satisfaction can

be realized from involvement in a course or can be anticipated by the student

because the course is percer'Ned as enabling him to reach specific goals.

These goals are realizable if the vAlues or motives underlying or driving
1 .. ,"

behavior are sufficiently strong. Striving to achieve in school is a

function of immediate enjoyment or anticipated satisfaction of dominant

needs or motives.

According to Krathwohl et al (1964), feelings and emotional responses

range from "voluntary receptiveness" through "enjoyment" and "valuing" to
, t. -,;'

a state of maximal affective internalization, termed "characterization by
, ° f'44. ,

a value". At the lower levels of this scale, affect can be perceived, as

a response to an operation or event rather than a predisposition to respond.

Such proclivity could be hypothesized as
)

prepotent within the person at the time.

being determined by the motive
,_ .. , -.

Maslow maintains that the more
..

basic needs dominate until they are relatively satisfied; when_their potency
..-

"., Ji 6 'c

is reduced through satisfaction, the individual is influenced by higher level" r-
4
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needs. A hieraraby of needs is theorized by Maslow, ranging from phys-

iological ones to need for security and safety, for belongingness, for

esteem, and for self-actualization as fulfillment.

Instrument Conotruction

instruments of forty-two items were constructed to measure

level Contriving or motivation to achieve inan academic milieu. Each

test erasu composed of four sUbscales based on Maolow's needs: security,

belongingnesz, esteem, and self- actualization. Placing this hierarchy of

motives in an academic setting resulted in interpreting student striving

in terms of wanting to be sure of passing (need for security), to be a

part of the world about him (need for oelongingness), to gain the respect

of self and others (need for esteem), and to make the most of one's

talents (need for self-actualization)

strength of motivation was developed

the parallel forms.

. A series of items of increasing

for each of the motives in each of

Level or ctrength of motivation was derived from Krathwohl's

taxonomy of educational objectives in the affective domain. Scales included

the following taxonomic levels: responding (2.0)9 valuing (3.0),
'111-

organization of values (4.0), and characterization by a value (5.0). In

the instruments, these levels are testing respectively: voluntariness and

sitiefietion in:striving behavior; consistency and coMmitment to striving;
s.

ordering of vaillie that may influence need to achieve; predisposition to

behaVe acCording io specific values in achievement-oriented situations.

Itemscoring methods in Appendix show hypothesized item levels. No

secel.i been to of the levels because

the final form of the test has not been administered.

IittialmAjigaklez4mg; Pretesting of the alternate forms sought

to Chick raiibility Of the tests, to gain support for Krathwohl's



hypOtheeized Sffect scale, and to ascertain predominant motives for striving

among high school students.

The total Of 84-items was given to 40 tenth graders who were taking

a- health course during summer sessions at Ithaca High School in order

to accelerate. Motivation to achieve was anticipated to be uniformly high

in such a group. The Scores on'the equivalent forms of the test yielded a

correlation coefficient of 483 which was considered satisfactory ilkview

of test length and testee homogeneity on the variable measured.

Satiability of item* acc-4rding to level of affect would argue for in-

creased difficulty in responding as higher levels of need to achieve were

tested'. It antirsiilfailed to reveal consistent support. Items

invoivinifbelief in istrtving.t0 achieve (Level 3) were more easily accepted

than those calling for an expreasion of satisfaction (Level 2). Subscores

based on responses to each of Maslow's motives showed commitment to stn..,
4 y

for security and self-actualisation with considerably lower ecores on the
I,

belongingness atui esteem scales

Table 1. Evaluation of Motives

Minim, Level:

SubiliOres: 20.5 7.5 49.0

20-item Test: Construction and Pretesti.: Administration of the in-

strument hid to be reduced to ten minutes in order to use- the test within

the tim4jivailable for experimentation. The rationale for,'reducing the

test eiteinied from the aseumptiot 'that a motive for striving is a function

of the Values one holds. Masloes motives, consequently; .were not intro-

duced into those levels of irrathwohlis taxonomy that precede conceptuali-

sation''cif a value14 0). Th-total-test 'of°20 itemscversthe same span

1St lefiels`-se±tkitik Oriel, 'however flubscaliis of the -far- Maslownotives



no longer includellevels 2.0 and 3.0; instead, at these levels, the items

test only strength of need to achieve.

The 20 item test, together With one of the 42-item original tests

(slightly revised in light of weakness's revealed in initial pretesting),

was given to 214 tenth and twelfth graders in Elmira, New York. Scores on

the 42 and arliOnal20mitem tests correlated .36 among boys (p < .01) and

.24 with girls (r of .26, p of.05). That is to say, boys'. responses on

the two forms shoved a relationship beyond that occurring by thanes,

whereas the probability is greater than 5/100 that chance could account for

the relationship found in the two sets of girls' scores.

Item analysis based ou,lim and high scoring students, showed that items

written at seven of the nine Krathwal levels discriminated satisfactorily

(near or above .40 index of Discrimination).

Table 2. Item of Ori final 20-Item Test

Proposed Kr thwohl Discrimination Difficulty
Level Index Level

2.1 .15 90%

2.2 22 too hard
(vague wording)

2.3

3.1

3.21

3.3

4.2

51

.56 T2

.56 el

.67 52

.33 81)
) too easy (be-

91) lief without
) behavior)

76)

.52 18

werciso-Jeagylo-AecePt that highan4 low ..scoring

students ,:irttopouded One item. waLlit lb* 4.erfej...0.7.ottect



towards striving (2.1) and, hence, would be expected to be acceptable

generally. The other item supposedly was at a high level (4.1) and should

have discriminated between students with high and low test scores. This

level, as it appears in the revised 20-item test, is measured by four items

giving a choice among alternatives dealing with one motive expressed in

different levels of abstractness. In the original 20-item test each of the
four items included the four motives, forcing the respondent to select a

L.

value. Consistency in responding, rather that abstraction level, was

measured. The revised procedure for measuring at Krathwohl's 4.1 level

(Conceptualization of a Value) seems more appropriate as a prelude to 4.2

(Organization of Values) which involves ranking of values.

"Belief" items (3.0 level) on the original 20-item test were revised

to allow the respondent to report behavior based on belief rather than
, r. 4

belief only. Reporting a belief in striving proved to be quite easy and

therefore yielded high difficulty levels on item analysis.

The revised test, Trying to Achieve,. appears in the itypendix.

ReoposidExperinientation..

ThrSligh experimentation, 'evidence bight be "obtained for,the'vartable

effentir on striving of Self concept:, AbilitYlo perforei, nd relevance of

task Par vocational preparation:, ,The.iffeet aratuied;under'Veridus '00166

binatione" of these :dimensions WouldVroVide .,indicatibn of -their ia

ported:ice for itiobitional,guidanctraa well as berVe-to Ateilidste the test tat

a measure ,Ortiotivation-to 0,01418Ve.4: " Highest striving woad be'lPrediolted

undenigkiigilelf concept of abilitrwhen-ttsk relevanrletat vocistionalls- -"
i:ernt.0...

.preparazibnA is 'perceiritC# .1"

Itcpelittiental, Procedure. Experuenta' grouris bee mikle-to very

saccoriiiilt to type of Auk (motor -vs Cognitivik) i'titWelielevikitice for vocational

grefetence (levant ,itot- relevant), Jou. 'concept 4-Z-iibilit'rtia --4ftrforte.
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the teak (high vs low), and level of perfurmance on task (success vs

failure). Random assignment to groups would assure freedom from con-

teninstion by extraneous factors.=

Both the cognitive and motor tasks would be proceeded by pretests de-

signed to establish the self concept appropriate to the assigned treatment.

Both tasks would consist of seven trials in which the subject would be

asked for best locations of drives, walks, trees, shrubs on sketches of

property lots and houses. After each performance the subject would be given

a success or failure score, again depending on treatment assigned.

Measures recorded for each performance would include: a) goal level

set for next performance after present trial was evaluated, b) attempts

made to improve performance through study or practice between trials,

c) affect reportedon "Trying to Achieve" scale administered at conclusion

of experiment.

Conducting the experiment proved impossible during the months pro-

posed in the.contract;-this aspect of -the research had to be abandoned.

rejpenlgriXAmi....Psiment. Pretesting of experimental procedure entailed

use of the,motor and cognitive tasks with 18 high school boys and girls.

Two,experieentere tested simultaneously during a 45-minute period with ten

minutes Allowed for administering thee "Trying to Achieve" scale at the end.

One e-admieistered the cognitive task; the other, the motor one. The students

reacted positively' to the tasks and seemed to find them challenging but

not too diffieetc In the 35-minUte time span for each subject, a

maxis= seven performence attempts was y possible. Previous experimenta-

tions using ten trials showed. high stability of response, which would seem

to indicate that fewer trials would pbtain_an accurate assessment.
41.

Unneceeem time, was found to be used in the motor task by the need

tor students' removing pins from the pegboard, before proceeding. to' the next

..
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trial.,4This was resolved by using' two 'pieces of board (12.x 9) 9 thus

alloring the experimenter to remove pegs from one while.the student vent on

to subsequent- performenceArithout loss of time. A second change in the

motor task involved revise -the yretest so that it 'more closely

'parallels the actual. taskic.The.subject forms letters with pegs, using

both-binds in a.manner similar to the peg insertion techniques required.

in the task' itse3.f Task instructions. appear .in,.the Appendix.

Instrument Validation

Construct Vali4tte erim heses. Plans for

analysis of data called for breakdown within each treatment group according

to sex and 13E8 level of student. Information on which SZS determination
.,;

vas to be made was collected from the students prior to the proposed

experimentation.
.,1

Analysis of covariance using, in turn, the means of aspired goals,

effort scores, and affect scores would yield the significance of each

treatment variable in accounting for response.. variations_ among treatment

gritapiiAittbdivided4' locating te 81113Aevel,'ond seer ,7tri'Vk grade ,p.oint.. average

contrOiled::- Valridatior of the instrument ASAL measure of liotivation would

tie prodded It the data rit support-Ithk.lypc(thesizetV.Affect of high

self 'cone success tc.ntiqtasit:relevance for vocational interest.

tUrthersore, :if the other .messurett:were found, to be related to m0:4114tion,

thita.,-sitidlar results wottld.Abe expeated in Jr-Values Alen -data based on

laspiret-joals mid 'effort _were Usd.

Hied Corr tion th tram

When the MeSSUIVINInt-Tot leptiVirttiantin 'a controlled setting 414 not appear

feasible;) alternative., were made. to iseasiare in Abe s 3244._ural -environment

of -the -sehooll'__ Two to shold,Atastatior inativiktion were _obOseu as .941tarion

tests, one a projective and the other a self-report inventory. Use of a
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disguised device, French's Test of Insight, to validate the "Trying to

Achieve" measure, a self-reporting device,. poses the problem of difference

in approach, Research has found, however, that effort correlates positively

with datarfror ,a projective device and not with_ data from a direct measure.

In addition, the projective approach merits use as a criterion because of

its reputation for discriminating among high and low need-achievers. *.

Correlation of data derived from measures employing similar direct

approaches would seem to have merits of its own despite the above-mentioned

failure of self-report devices to correlate with effort. Finger's Personal

".

Values Inventory has items loading on a persistence factor which should be

related to striving.

In order to demonstrate the power of the instrument to distinguish

between individuals of high and low motivation, both regents and nonregents

students were sought. Efforts to obtain such a population. proved fruit-
._

less and validation plans had to be abandoned.

Instrument Scoring (Revised 20-Item)

Two posaibilitiee are offered fore scoring the "Trying to Achieve",

measure. *Plan A (see, Appendix) involves consideration of Krathwohl'a

rationale* Supposedly the items. vary in Aegree, of internalisation

of affect, thus embodying increasing consistency and, commitment. Indivi-

duals having low level of commitment a.may occasionally act on a certain

belief but a set to respond' will be foundr only in *those who score highest

on test items scaled according to Krathwobl's taxongmy.,. Individuals with

lest 'co` res, should_ heve aspepted only items low* on, the scale, thereby

erecting little or no commitment and internalisation.

'Plan B ineorporates Maslow !..s hierarchy of ',motives into the scoring

getout. In the "Trying to Aehieve" instrument, ',striving is .regarded at the
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lower levels au directed toward achievement for its own sake. The goals

towardmhich MailOW.0,nOtiVes are directed are perceived as fulfilling
. .

the criteria ot values as defined by KrathifOhi. That is to say, Maslow's

motives iii.COueetved of as coming into existence:at the 4:1.4 or coneeptua.

.14zation-of-a-valueileveL Plan IS scoring, therefore differS from A at

the higher levels only.

Analysis of staNint "responses aiaording to the acOiing systems described

.abov,e,i -a- cosplex.processo and therefore time consuming. The investigator
!,

is attempting to write a computer program to facilitate scoring.
.**41.....1..4.004.. -

I
Concluding Statement*

iePt1014)004*,71s t444VP lc score' from the three motivation

tests referred to in the study tail to show significant correlatiOns, the

"ItTtPg.t0,4404,ve:inftrIment Still-should be-tested imthe experimental

situsitiono The_latter offers ,a consistent and
4,1

motivational responses: Intention;

justifiably expect dicier Teiiideince',

,ithemsinla generalized schoolAsiliettiv

immediate stimulus -for the

effort and affect. One might more

of striving in the controlled setting
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Working to Achieve:::

Part I .

_ .
(Draft 1
Pretested: Ithaca)

In answAr,.., / 'mind he OUi'ee V t i4111 alth. Youare being asked how hard you studied and why in the course. A few of the questionson-the other ve you a spektitio. situation to umia.es the basis for your
answer.

Examples:
-

I. I work "gstard because I have to in order to be sure to pass.
Always

, .

O.

Sometimes
(true)'

Rarely Never
(true)' (true)

2. I Nojoial.okiard- because./ want to be sure to pus.
Abitetrip:'-- *' Mita* SceieltiOes R Never

3 I tielteVel in*Vorktingi hard ite'order to tie sUre of passing.
Strongly Note DoubtfUl DisagreeAgree Strbjly

Diaree
Situation questions--Multiple-Choice:

L John's class is setting up a tutoring service. There is much work and no pay
' 4iiifolVed the :itlitoring What would you do? (Choose 'one

A. I would tutor because the
.-bettef-4oundect personIwód

tUtor 'because 'ttte
cooperated.

C. I would tutor because (or
D. I would not tutor.

experience would help me become a

Class would like Ma better if I

if)

1. I try -iolget otheks to believe that working hard is valuable in raising one'sstatus in the clessroca.

Al* atit -5é times `Y. Rarely -Raver

2. Working hard to achieve is valuable when it makes me better liked by others.
Strc DotibtfUl%--'6 -Disagree Strongly

_,"

3. I'll work hard: it necessarr, -!to 'be sure that I'll pass.
Aims Usually Sometimes Rarely

Disagree

to18.....icak hard if it helps me to make the most of myself.

Never

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

Form A Items i26 11---=1:c:us27-52.
69-84

4r,



5. 1,.adj,.."kick" out of because it makes me more sure of passing

Always- Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

6. I 1191Lbm itiL.,..4,2LLi.,mcessau in order to keep:some people happy.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

7. I try to get others to believe that working hard is valuable because it brings
out the best in oneself.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

Two courses that Mary is taking are very difficult for her. In both courses
there is extra credit that can be gained by working on special projects.
What would you be likely' to do in her place? (Choose .oa)

A. I would do the extra credit that I considered more likely to develop
my talents.

B. I would do the extra credit in the course I felt more likely to fail.
C. I would do the extra credit it
D. I !Toad not do the extra credit in either course.

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Ver doubtful

Mike has reports to give in two courses.. He has only one evening to prepare.
If you were in his place what would you do? (Choose one)

A. I would work hard on both in order not to let anyone down.
B. I would work hard on both in order not to lose the respect of others°
C. I would work hard because (or if)
D. I would not work hard because

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

10. Sue is planning to do something after school that she especially enjoys.
She is finding it very difficult to concentrate on the report that she is
expected to give in class next day. If you were in her place what would you
do? (Choose one)

A. I would work hard because I feel more secure when prepared.
B. I would work hard because by reporting i am contributing to the class.
C. I would work hard because (or if)

1). I would not work hard on. the report :.

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Ver doubtful
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11. I believe in the value of working hard wheu other people are likely to re-
spect me for it.

Strong4Y'''' Agree Doubtful Disasree Strongly
Agree Disagree

12. I am willing to work hard if it keeps me from worrying about failing.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

13. I work hard because I have to or else people will look down on me.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

A. I believe that working hard is valuable when it allows me to develop my
talents fully.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

15. ......oiIL....acj......&.1,wherduntari in order that teachers, parents, and friends
will like me.

Ablays Usually. Sometimes Rarely Never

16. I believe that working bard is valuable for the feeling of security it gives.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree- Disagree

17. I believe so strongly that forking achieve la worth the security it
try to

Always Usually ,. Sometimes Rarely Never

1.8. leV,sttionoutof......Ltvolhard because it helps me to develop my
abilities.

.

Always Usually Sometimes, Rarely Never

19. herd in order that others will think well of me.

Abolre,-- 'Sometimes t Rarely Never

20. You tri taking a courtit'in which' only* final exam is given. You are
planning to study alone the night before. Now, one week before the exam,
Bob is on.tbit'phOne taking you to study for 'the. exam with him tonight.
What would you do about tonight if you were sure you should study the
night before?

A 1"woUld study'. tonight'with.BWif I thought others would think
well of me for doing it.

B. I would study tonight with Bob if I thought we'd both be better
off by doineit4

C. I would study tonight with Bob if
D. I would not study tonight with Bob.



How sure are you of the way you feel in the preceding question?

Very certain Slightly certain

21. ±t haa been a tiring day for Jack at school.
and Involved treasurer's report for a class
hours. If you were in his place what would

A. I would work hard to do it because
my abilities.

B. would work bard to do it because
class.

C. I would work hard to do it because
D. I would not work hard because

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very doubtful

He still has to pr4pare a long
meeting tomorrow. It will take
you do? (Choose one)

I value the chance to develop

I value the friendship of the

(or if)

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very ambtful

22. A contest is planned by the class for a week from today in ord0,4 to discover
which of two teams knows more about the course. Some are studying for it;
others are not. What would you do? (Choose one)

A. I would work hard for it because I want to feel sure of myself in
the contest.

B. I would work hard for it because I want to gain the approval of my
teammates.

C. I would Wei: hard for it because (or if)
D. I would not work hard because

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

23. I have such a strong belief that working hard together is rewarded by closer
friendships that ;Iv to convince others of it.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

24. I get satisfaction out of work.ag hard when it makes others respect me.

Always Usually *Sometimes Rarely Never

25. Ws. said that people should develop all their talents; 1112.2_=

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

26. 1 enjoy working hard when accomplishment is;likely to make others like me
better.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never
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28. I believe in working herd
(or friends).
Strongly Agree
Agree

-19ft

to achieve s worth the esteem it
t others to

Sometime*
17

if it means I

Doubtful

Will be better

Disagree

Never

liked by my parents

294 L.Y k ...:veLha or else 'worry about failing.

Always Usdally Sometimes Rarely

Strongly
Disagree

Never

30. 11,sLM101Lto enclimulL2119)orsalediI do it lasouse I want to develop
mrtalents.

Always Usually ,Sometiaes Rarely Never

I get-real satisfaction241a* 1ATI.,....twarhard because it gives me a sense of
security.

Always Venally Sometimes Rarely Never

32. I work hard because I have to in_order to keep my .parents happy.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

33. I am so convinced that by working herd one can make the most of himself
trsr

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

34. Alice is faced with exams in two difficult subjects. She knows that
there ie time to study only one to the point wliere she understands it well.
In her situation what would you do? (Choose 2,310

A.
B.

C.
D.

I would work hard on the one I felt more likely to fail.
I would work tsrd on the' one that I saw as more likely to
develop ray abilities.
I would work hard
/ vOuld sot- work hard because

a

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful
. '

35. I find myself with very little ambition to study or same days. I em likely
A. to work hard if others would think better of me for doing it.

.toowarirhard, if others would like se better for doing so.
C. to work hard if
D. not to work hard.

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful
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3 it there is a big event coming up and .1 am finding it difficult to work
hard, I would be more likely

A. to study if my parents (or friends) liked me,better for doing so.
B. to study if I felt I was likely to fail the course.
C. to study if
D. not to study.

Haw sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

37. Working hard is worthwhile when it brings me the esteem of others.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

38. I work hard will in order to be positive of passing.

Alite0 Usually Sometimew Rarely Never

39. The world more or lees mes.ti every respectable person to achieve something;
so I try.

Always Usually Sometimes. Rarely Never

40.
I really believe in working hard when it helps me reach maximum development.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

41. Imulllinsjo work hard if it makes others like me.

Always Usually Somettmes Rarely Never

42. Working hard is valuable because it protects me from failing.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

43. LIELloget others to believe that working'hari is valuable because it
reduces the fear of failing.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

44. Ltualeadmimlibecamsc it enables me to make the most of what I have.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

45. I am Ningib......te to working .rda when achievement is likely to bring me the
respect of others.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never



46. Jim generally lays' ball- after schOol and he :does not want: to mist for
anything. Today he is being asked by the class to stay .after school to
work on a project. What 'would Yott do' in thitelittabion? (Choose one)

A.' I would work hard because I value the opinions others have of met.
B. I would work hard because I value the paiOnial growth that is

possible.
C. I would work hard because (or if)
D. I would not stay after tiers to works

.!.

How sure are yon of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

47. There is **course I am taking in school that is the hardest I've ever had
to cope with. If I want to pass it have to work long and hard. I'd
be likely

)-

A. to work hard if the course will help me grow as a person.
to work hard if X could get some friends to study 'with me.

C. to work hard if
D. not to work hard in the course.

Haw sure are you of the way you feel. above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

48. I've odt a job that I'm not confident I can do well but other people are
depending on me to do it. I would

A. work hard because that would give me a feeling of security
1. work hard beam.* that would make others respect me.
C. work hard because
D. not work hard because

How sure are you of the way you feel above?

Very certain Slightly doubtful Very doubtful

49. I try others to belietve that workilig hard together is valuable
because it makes them better friends.

';AlVoys Usually Sometimes . Rarely t Never

50. I et a thrillfis......hard *Mien others respect me for it.

-Paws Usually Sometiise Rarely .Nevert

51. I work hard not because I want ;t941jLtt4aLtc..atuse.p.ecvle expect a person
to' sae' the. *Oat of hiaself L;

Always Usually Sonetimes- Rarely L Never
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52. Litt4Lisense of eatiesetion rk........araelifo when it makes My parents
like, Me batt

a tip.

Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

Part II

Answer Part II without reference Wany,speci4o course but with school
In mind. As before, some questions give specific situations in which a
choice is to be made.

lkamples:

1. Working hard is more important for college students than for teenagers.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

2. Which of the following lea good reason for the above statement?

A. Some people need money more than others.
B. Some people need status more than others.
C. Neither is a good reason for the statement.

How, easily did you decide on 'the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty

53. As a general rule working hard is essential for success.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

No hesitation

Doubtful. Disagree Strongly
Disagree

54. Which one of the following do you believe gives a good definition of success?

A. Having money in the bank
Having developed one's abilities

C. Neither is a good definition as far as I'm concerned.

How easily did you decide on the above resPonse?

Much, difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation

55. Working hard helps to satisfy. human needs..

Strongly Agree
Agree

Doubtful. Disagree Strongly
Disagise

mss' -you-56. Which one of the follow iii 4sporteant eAOU to work for?

A. The need =chat) for ottore.aftection
B. The need one has for others' approval
C. Neither one is important to me.
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How easily did you decide on the prededing response?

Much difficulty* Little difficulty No hesitation
I

57. Working hard should be c °Moldered more sti lztivilege- than a trial.

58.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Doubtful Disagree 8ti'ongly

Disagree

Which one of the following do you believe justifies the above statement?

A. licg4d44-bird bringS one.cIoser friendships..
B. Working hard brings one a steady income.
C. Neither justifies the above statement as far as I'm concerned;

How easily did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty

59. What one is willing to work hardest td attain, reflects his philosophy of

No hesitation

Life.1

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

60. Which one of the following do you believe is worth working for?

44. The praise that others give for a job well dyne
-2. The personal growth that is involved in doing a job well
C. Neither one seems worth working hard Tor.

How easily did you decide on =the "above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation

63. Working hard should be the rule for the highly talented as well as for
those who are leds talented.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Doubtful

62. The above is more acceptable if working bird

Disagree 2. Strongly
Disagree

A. brings assurance that one Will tave all he 'needs.
B. makes one esteemed by fellow' workers and famik.
C. Neither of the above reasons would make working hard worthwhile.

Haw easily did you :decide on the,above response?

Much difficulty a Little :difficulty No hesitition

63. Society is func+ionibg at its optimum only if everyone does his best work.
4, .1

.Strong4
Agree

bt Die Strongly
Disagree



64. When are you more likely to work hard?

A. When working hard will make others like me better
B. When a job challengewme to improve along the way
C. Neither seems a good reason for working hard.

Now easily did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Motle difficulty No hesitation

65. John is asked to be a leader of a group of cub scouts. He knows that it
will involve working hard but believes he is capable and has the time. What
should he do in the situation?

A. Accept, because a person in such a job becomes well-known in his
town.

B. Accept, because later on such a person could always fall back on
club work as an occupation if needed.

C. Accept, because scouting experience can help a person get along
with others on a special basis.

D. Accept, because through gush service a person develops his abilities
and contributes to the general welfare.

E. Not accept

How would you probably feel about the reason chosen in the preceding
question?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree

. Disagree

66. Mary has earned her first paycheck and wants to use it wisely. She has no
financial obligations to her parents and regards herself as having the
basic necessities of life. Which of the following would you advise her
to consider?

A. Decide, how much she wants to save each month.
B. Decide on the clothes she needs to live up to her career.
C. Join the clubs that would offer her social life.
D. Enroll in a course that leads to self-development.

Do you personally believe the choice above is worth the hard work that
goes into earning a paycheck?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Disagree

67. Bob has had several conferences with the guidance counselor about his
aptitude for various jobs around town. Tests show that, he is capable of
doing quite a variety of tasks and has broad interests. Bob has no plans
for college. Below are the alter. natives as Bob sees them. He asks
your advice.

A. A clerical job offering permanent employment for the right person
B. An assistant in uraa small plant 'where working conditions are friendly
C. A floorwalker in the town's leading store
De A repair and swap shop of his own

Agree
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Bob asks you whether you believe such a job is really worth working for.
What would you soy?

Strongly Ain's Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

68. The boss knows that Tom is working as hard as he can and is turning out
a top grade product. lie wants to make the job more attractive to Tom
in, order to be sure of keeping him. Tom's* boss is considering the following
alternatives and asks you which you would suggest.

A. Offering him assurance of having his job despite possible layoffs
13. Inviting him and his best buddies to dinner or sports events with

the boss
C. Giving him an office complete with brass name plate on desk
D.. Giving him freedom to develop his own, Maas in his work

Topes boss then asks you if you would increase your efforts on the job
in order to get the alternative you chose above.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

69. Success is worth ,the effort required to reach it.

Strongly
Agree

Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

70. What is your idea of success?

A. When one earns. enough to feel secure and has some money to spare
It. When one's job gives him everything he needs and challenges him 400
C. Neither describes success as far as I'm concerned.

Row easily did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty

71. Working hard brings the individual closer to his goals.

No hesitation

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

72. Which one of the following goals do you believe in working hard fort

A. Friendship
B. Prestige
C. I would not be willing to work hard for either one.

Ikmr essay did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation
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73. The benefits of working hard far outweigh its disadvantages.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

74. Which one of the following do you believe is a benefit of working hard?

A. The = guarantee that it offers against poverty and want
R. The possibility that it offers for being loved by one's fellows
C. Neither possibiltiy seems like much of a benefit to me.

Row easily did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation

75. Life is-madermore meaningful by working hard because it helps one. coarse to

realise what his Values are.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

76. Wh#4 one of the following do you believe makes working hard worthwhile?

A. Haying prestige over others as a result of the work one does
B. Becoming all that one can be as a result of the work he does
C. Neither would made working hard worthwhile for me.

How easily did you decide on the response to the last question?

Much difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation

77. Everyone should.work hard enough to reach the higheit,goals he can.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Which of the following goals would you work your utmost to attain?

A. Freedom from hunger and bodily harm
B. Respect and admiration of others
C. Neither would make me exert. myself to the utmost.

How easily did you decide on the above response?

Much 'difficulty Little difficulty NO hesitation

79. The ideal world is one in which all strive to do their best.

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree
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8b. In wujoh case below are you more likely to do your best?

A. When I. am working with others and can help them
B. When I am working independently and can go as far with the job

as I like
C. Neither would be sufrlient to make me do my best work.

How easily did you decide on the above response?

Much difficulty Little difficulty No hesitation

81. A community service program has asked Frank to assist in their campaign of
helping underprivileged children in the area. He would have people working
under him. He,knows he can do it if he works hard enough. If you were
Frank what would you do?

A. Accept, because such a person gets to be well-known, at least
locally.

B. Accept, because such a job gives one experience that may help
him get work later on.

C. Accept, because such a job allows one to have many friends.
D. Accept, because community service is a way of helping humanity.
B. Not accept.

Would you personally accept for the reason chosen above?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

82. Alex uses much of his earnings to pay for living expenses and other
essentials. He decides to allow a certain amount for extras. He considers
the following worthwhile but has enough i...mey for only one. Which one of
them would you advise him to choose?

A. Setting up an emergency fund for himself
B. Renting in abetter neighborhood
C. Doing things for his friends
D. Learning to do something worthwhile

How would you feel if you were making the above choice for yourself?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

83. Mk, Jones runs a small business. Re is interested in having his son, Bill,
take over some day. He offers Bill a variety of jobs after graduation
all with the same pay. Bill asks for your suggestion from the following.

A. Working in the delivery room where many of his friends are
B. Working in the main office where he'll be seen by important people
C. Working in packaging wbve he's likely to make fewer mistakes
D. Working in production where he's likely to be most challenged

How would you feel about the above choice for yourself?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree



81e. The prepident of United. Can Ccepanr,:knoWs i'that Louis Strong, an expert
in computers, is moving into the locality. The president would like to
get Lotto interested, in working for theCatipti4.. Re intends to approach
LOuit-on the matter but isn't sure how tO o about it., He asks your
opinion.

A. Offer him a job on a permanent basis with tree health insurance.
B. Describe the jobas.the top ranking one in the company.
C. Offer hint the opportunity to develop computing facilities as

he likes.
D. Describe the job in terms of harmonious management-employee

relations', 1.

the choice you made fOr Louis attract you to the job?

Strongly Agree Doubtful Disagree
keret.. "!,

.4":' ; "4" ,711'7".
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A

Strongly
Disagree



w Wine in aunucts, rui an A on wie cnolce snat,oest aeecrines you. 'mere are no
r g or wrong answers,

less

irk hard in eve course I take.
Always Ile ly Sometimes Rarely Never

R

b. Working hard is more worthwhile if it X. helps me to pais.
B, heaps me to understand the subject.

How cemtain are you of the above choice?
FairlyAbsolairr Slightly

FriElOarilliD K um e e req every

Sometimes

2. I work more than 13 really needed to get by.

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

Always Usually

Not at, all

Rarely Never

3. I work as much or as little as I4db beoause
A. I would like to be sure of getting through school.
B. I want to please people I like or respect.
C. I want to be outstanding in school.
EL =lima to live up to what I can do.
E. Other

4. I feel rewarded for the time I spend in learning basic material in the courses I
take.
Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

5. I believe in investing whatever time ie needed to learn the material assigned.

Strongly Agree Agree Yes &. No Disagree Strongly Disagree

6. I'd support anyone who believes that learning is worth any amount of time and
effort.
Strongly Agree Agree Yee & No Disagree Strongly Disagree

7. I believe in working overtime in, order to really understand the material assigned.

Strongly Agree Agree Tee & No Disagree Strongly Disagree

Below is a statement followed by four alternatives. 'Answer each of the fora by
putting X on Yes, ?, orro, Answer 14! to those with which LiItLellase=e;
wounia HARD TO ACHIEVE. IN SCHOOL OR ON A JOB CAN BEILJEW2292111412112E;.1

8. getting a feeling .of security about one's ability to pass 8. Yea ? No
0.acourse.or earn a living.

9* limping on pod terms,with people one wants to please 9. Yes' ?. No
." orwants to' get along with,

.10, gettinurespect_and admiration from people who are 10. Yes ? No
important,, n one's life.n. developinc into a perform who has become all that his 11. Yes' 2. No
capacities allow him to be.

* Item 3 seeks motive for behavior and has no position on the affect scale.



12. Working hard

12a How certain aie
Absolufel'r .

13. Working hard

13a How certain are
Absolutely

14. Working hard

14a 1How certain are
Absoluiery

15. working hard

15a How certain are
Absolutely

16. Working hard

16a How certain are
AbsoIrMir

17. Working hard

17a How certain are
Absolutely

A. makes one better liked by others.
B. makes one more respected by others.

you of the above choice?
Very Fairly Slightly Not at all

A. makes one respected by others.
B. guarantees success in a course or job.

you of the above choice?
Very Farily Slightly Not at all

A. guarantees success in a course or job.
B. makes one better liked by others.

you of the above choice?
Very Fairly Slightly Not at all

A. enables a person to develop hie abilities fully.
B. guarantees omega in a course or job.

you of the above choice?
Very Fairly

A. enables a person to develop
B. makes one more respected by

you of the above choice?
Very Fairly

Slightly Not at all

his abilities fully.
others.

Slightly Not at all

A. makes One better liked by others.
B. enables a person to develop his abilities

you of the above choice?
Very Fairly Slightly

fully.

Not at all

18. Imagine yourself twenty years from now at a school meeting in which attitude
toward work is being discussed. What would your major reaction be?
A. Students do not want to work and should not be made to,,
B. Good grades guarantee acceptance for a job or college.
C. Having ability makes a person needed and wanted by others.
D. Achievement gives a person a chance to rise to the topo
E. Achievement gives a person a chance to become independent.

19. In a game or leisure.time activity I would likely
A. go about it halfheartedly.
B. try to develop as beat I could any skill I had.
C. try as much as I thought would please others in the group.
D. try to do well enough to be regarded as a top -notch player.
E. try hard enough that I felt sure of a chance of winning.

20. When / am confronted with a job I am likely to act on the belief that
A. most jobs are not worth much effort.
B. working hard brings me praise and admiration for achievement.
C. working hard strengthens ties with people who mean a lot to me.
D. working hard assures me of the basic necessities of life.
E. working hard gives me the opportunity to develop my abilities.

21. Seeing someone at a desk piled high with books makes me think that
A. some people work too hard.
B. the kinds of friends one has and wants will determine the amount of work he

does.

C.- some preparation gives a person the reassurance he needs to get along in life.
D. working hard gives a person the opportunity he needs to make a name for himself.
E. life gives a person the chance to make the most of himself if he

continuously tries to improve.
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Draft 3: Revised
20 item test
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TRYING TO ACHIEVE IN op=
(o research device developed at Cornell)

r.)

DIRECTIONS: Carefully read and answer the following items; put an X on the choice
thatlmullimajaHlusta. There are no right or wrong answers.

2.4.10.12V
a. 7 work hard in everyt ng I do

Alwoye Gen ly

I work hardest when it is likely to result in
A. being liked by classmates

raising others' opinion of me
C. being sure of passing
D. broadening my point of view B. can't decide

Sometimes Seldom Never

1. I work hard to achieve in a course only when I ea forced to do so.
Always Generally Sometimes Seldom Never

2. I work hard to achieve in a course even tlypugh I do not feel that anyone or any-
thing is forcing me to do so.
Always Generally Sometimes Seldom Never

3. I work hard to achieve in a course because of the satisfaction and enjoyment it
gives us to do so.
Always Generally Sometimes Seldom Never

4. Working hard to achieve in all courses is a belief I try to live by.
Always Generally Sometimes Seldom Never

5. Working hard to achieve in all courses has become a habit with me.
Always Generally Sometimes Seldom Never

6. Trying to prove to others the importance of working hard to achieve in all
courses makes me study harder than ever.
Always Generally Sometimes seldom Never

From each set below, check one alternative that is itstesa.maztAant &won why you
now wilairEarliraho03.. Check D i, ,,ien. is

to gain maximum security in life
to prepare ter ay life's work
to get passing grades
None is a major reason,.

T. A.
B.

C.
D.

9. A. to be able to work with others,.
B. to be accepted by my class group.
C. to feel I belong to life around me
D. Nome,is a major reason.

6. A. to make the hOgle'S list
B. to feel Avail, **UMW* in life
C. to develop coMpetenee
D. None is Si 'Nor reason.

10. A. to mature as a total person
B. to make sosething of myself
C. to incase all I possibly can be
D. Non* is a major reason.
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I WORK HARDEST WHEN IT IS LIKELY TO RESULT IN (check one):

11. A. pleasing others
B. personal growth
C. making the grade (in college or job)
D. higher statue with peers

12. A. a feeling of security
H. a sense of belonging
C. a feeling of self-worth
D. becoming all I can be E. can't decide

13. A. being accepted by others
H. self-respect and being respected by others
C. independence and being given responsibility
D. be sure of meeting future demands

E. can't decide

E. can't decide

14. A. freedom from worry about. failing
B. freedom from feeling unwanted by others
C. freedom from feeling inadequate
D. freedom from the need to conform to others' thinking

E. can't decide
15. A. being better able to carry out responsibilities

B. a guarantee of having the necessities of life
C. closer ties with others
D. getting the respect of others E. can't decide

16. A. feeling of cooperation
H. cense of competence
C. feeling of safety
D. sense of selfwfUlfillment E. can't decide

CHOOSE ONE answer in each below:

17. Imagine yourself a parent twenty years from now at a school meeting in which.
attitude toward work is being discussed. What would your major reaction be?
A. If a student does not want to work, he should not be made to.
H. If one does not work, he wonit be sure of having what he needs.
C. If one does not work, he wont amount to much to anyone.
D. If one does not work, he won't make the moot of himself.
E. If one does not work, he won't get anywhere in life. F4 oaplt.decide

18. In a game or leinie-tima activity I would likely
A. consider it as just a game, and let it go at that.
H. try to show that I am a better-than-average player.
C. try to show that I am with the or in what it wants,
D. play hard becaUse I can gain something from most experiences.
E. play hard because I want to be sure of doing ok. Fe can't decide

19.Aben I am conironted, with a difficult job, I am likely to
A. hope I can do a creditable job.
b. regard it as an obligation and a challenge.
C. think that a friend would come in handy.
Dovish I felt certain of making out alright.
E. think that such jobs demand too much of a person. 'F. can't decide

20. Seeing someone at a desk piled high with books makes me think that
A. come people want to understand all views.
B. some people want to contribute their share.
C. some people want to be sure of being prepared.
D. some people'went to do outstanding work.
Be some people miss all the joy of living.

F. can't decide
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Items LA&

11
12
13
14
15
16

4.2

Item
Value

.25
1.0
.75
.25

.T5
1.0

Maslow Levil of Alternatives
IV /II /I I

B D A C
D. C B A
C B A D
D. C B A
A D C B
D B A C

le« sCORIC Sia ot item ivalues where 'responses are of same. j... j,......A.owl.Maseve
aLtatia ints9Ex...3: Score is:

-

3.5 to 4.0 (at 1 *slow level)
2.5 to 3.4 (at 1 Maslow level)
1.5 to 2.4 (on each of 2 levels)

4
MI

3

PLAN BPLAN 1

......,....IV III /I I
16, 25 14 13
12 11 10 9

2 Sum of appropriate
two below

1.5 to 2.4 (at 1 Maslow level) 1 4 3 2 1

Items 1 -20

Its
Value

1
1
1
1

agcy LsteA21: 4 t

D

5.1 SCORE: Slim of item values idlers responses are of same

(1 Sissloir level)
3 (1 Maslow level)
2 (on each' of 2 Mellow levels)

Maslow level)

B C E
C D

D B C

PLAN A

3
2

. P B
III

LAN
/I I

15 14 13
21 10 9

Sum of appropriate
two below
4 3 2 1
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2. Describe briefly 'below the kind of 'work he does.

Amo;i34 gum** *ducat 4 of: jegs_rs:

Grades 1 through 12 yrs. College ..yrs. Beyond Coliege
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INSTRUCTIONS (MOTOR)

I am part of a team that is doing research in. education and we are asking you
to take a test today. This is not a psychological test andthe results will
not be recorded anywhere in the school system. We are trying to find out how
adolescents differ in intellectual and motor abilities. Each person is placed
randomly into a judgment or motor task situation. You have been assigned to
the motor group. This means you will be asked to put pegs into holes as shown
on diagrams, using one or two hands. Experts have scored many such performances
in the past and you will be evaluated according to their records.

All students are being asked to work in the area of landscaping. We have
chosen this because we feel it is relatively new to most of you and should be
of equal interest to bays and girls. In the test you will be asked to place
trees and shrubs and to represent roadways and paths on pegboard.

Pretest
The test will begin is few momenta.; *Since the talk is new we want to pretest
you to find out what your potential is. Here are two letters; use pegs to out-
line them on the pegboard. While your left hand is constructing one, use your
right hand for the other. Both hands must work in unison. Use large pegs for
one and short pegs for the other letter. *Speed, accuracy, and rhythm will be
considered. According to a scoring platiWorked out by experts, you can expect
your score on the test to be somewhere around 25-30 (15-10). Write that here.
As you can see on the scoresheet you can expect to do above (below) average
on the test.

Test Now let me describe the task for you. You will be given at least
trials, more if time permits. On each you should fin in alternate holes be-
tween these four cornerptits, using' large pegs'. This'repnefentetheledge
of this page. At the same time, with the other hand, you should outline the
drive and walk using small pegs. Pegs must be inserted using both hands
simultaneously. You will be judged for dexterity (nimbleness), rhythm, coor-
dination, speed and accuracy.

Students are being randomly selected for testing using either related diagrams
or unrelated ones. You see the word Related (Not Related) in front of you.
I want to test you by using diagrams related (unrelated) to your occupational
choice. What do you think you will be doing when your schooling is over?

Now let's begin. (S performs once; allow about 1 minute for performance.*)
Your score is . Write it here. Now I'd like to have you state below
it the score you vill be trying to make on the next trial. This has nothing
to do with the score you receive, of course. While I am rechecking your score
and getting the next diagrams, you may relax or practice inserting pegs accord-
ing to the letters and hands shown on these cards. Practicing these has been
found to help in raising one's score. It is possible to make 40 points.
I'll leave the letters here for you to practice with if you want to do so.

* On trial 1 reinforce pretest score.

. io ,41.014. .. ALAN AM. !i-
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INSTRUCTIONS (COGNITIVE)

I em part of a tea& that is doing research,in eduoaftida'and we are asking you
to take a test todey. This is not a psychologicakteaVend the results will
not be recorded anywhere in the school systet.' WetetiYing to find out how
adolescents differ in intellectual and motor abilitleitit Each perion is placed
randomly into a judgment or motor task situation: You have been assigned to
theludgment groUp": This means you will be asked tomake judgments.on the
basis of information you are given and to explain why yini decided as,you did.
Experts, have Scored many such performances in the past and you will be
evaluated according to their records.

All students are being asked to work in the area of landscaping. We have
chosen this because we feel it is relatively new to most of you and should be
of equal interest to boys and girls. You will be asked to choose best loca-
tions for drives and sidewalks and to place trees and shrubs on the properties.

Pretest
The test will begin in a few moments. Since the task is new we want to pre-
test you to find out what your potential is. Here are three illustrations of
a park with roadways marked. Choose the one you consider best and tell why.
Speed, function, and beauty will be considered in scoring. According to a
scoring plan worked out by experts you can expect to score around 25.30 (15-
10) on the test. Write that here on the score sheet. As you can note from
the scoring range, you can expect above (below) average scores on the test.

Test Now let me describe the task for you. You will be given at least
trials, more if time permits, involving the proper placement of roads and plants.
You have before you some basic landscape principles with illustrations. Read
these now. Additional information can be gained by studying the answers to
these questions if you like later.

The teat consists of three suggested roadways or paths from which you should
select the one you think best according to the principles given. Choose the
best diagram first and then add plantings. An explanation of your choices
will be called for when time is up. You will be scored for speed and accuracy
of placement, complexity, integration and depth of explanation.

Students are being selected randomly for testing using either related diagrams
or unrelated ones insofar as your future work is concerned. You see the wort
Related (Not Related) in front of you. I want to test you by using diagrams
related (unrelated) to your occupational choice. What do you think you will
be doing when your schooling is over?

Begin with these 3. Your score is .* Write it here. Now I'd like
for you to state the score you will be trying for on the text trial. This has
nothing to do with the score you receive, of course. While I am rechecking
your score on that trial and choosing your next set of diagrams, you may relax
or you may want to study in order -Lo improve your score. Using these charts

* On trial I reinforce the pretest score. In order to save time do not ask S
for explanation of his choices on this first trial. Allow 1 minute only,
if possible.



and these questions with the answers on the reverse has been found helpful inrsising ones score. Students seem to do best *Ow jotting down what theylearn in their own Use back of score sheet if you want to try this.It is possib:te to sake points. tell leave the study questions here for youto use it yoU want.

You will be en a Deport'when the testing is finished in the area.Until' we see the scores in this locality, we cannot really evaluate yourscore. a to study all the resets and then report to you through the
Ita4aJe ftice. Yeses princi knows these scores are for research pgzEta- only. We do not consider this an aptitude test.


